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This work has been experimental in character. The authors
felt that a research thesis would be of greater interest and value
than one of pure design since much design work has been covered in
the classroom* This research problem was approached with two general
objectives in view* first, to learn and to understand the problems
and procedures connected with any research problem! and second, to
investigate some problem, the solution of which might prove useful
in the scientific field*
This subject was nicked to give a feeling of pioneering in
an undeveloped field* As far as the authors can ascertain, no experi-
mental results have been published on the subject of sensitization of
brittle coatings* 0* J&lis advances the claim that "If dye etchant is
applied to the surface of the brittle coating while the structure is
under load, the coating will be sensitised by 0*0006 in/in strain*...*
vhere there is no appreciable stress on the surface, the dye etched
patterns will appear as haphasard erase marks* However, where there
is any appreciable amount of strain the erase marks will straighten
themselves out into a definite pattern. "(1) Also, * The results obtained
by sensitisation are to be considered wholly qualitative in character,
their primary function being to obtain direction of principal stresses * (2),
In the field of stress analysis, if this sensitivity of the
brittle coating could be increased such that it would be possible to
read strains of the order of 0*0002 in/in with consistency, it would
greatly aid and encourage the use of the brittle coating method of
stress analysis* The general objectives have been stated, but the




eff«otlT«ntii of dye etching under load and tc undertake a comprehen-
sive investigation of te effect of heat treatment.
Th« authors will draw conclusions fro® the results and will
make suggestions for the continuation of the work* Any irregularities
that appear will be accompanied by explanations of the probable
•••
4TKSOKI AMD USB OF BRITTLE COATIHOS
In 1932, the German scientists Dietrich and Lehr published the
first recognised work on the use of brittle coatings for the indication
of strains in the elastic range* In 19319 the first major investigation
in this country was conducted by G* Ellis of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and since that date there hare been many improvements and
modifications of the original technique* materials* and equipment • Of
the many brittle materials which might be applied to stress measurement,
the one most used today is a brittle resin in volatile solvent type lac-
quer material* The most widely used coating is a proprietary solution
called "Stresscoat" which is manufactured by Bagnaflux Corporation*
The coating is applied to the surface to be investigated by
spraying rather than dipping or brushing because spraying is easier,
and also because the peculiar property that small bubbles included into
the coating improve the quantitative accuracy of the strain pattern for-
mation* Best drying time is 18 to 2k hours* Stressing the surface of
a structure by adding load causes the brittle coating to fracture when
a certain critical value of tension strain is reached* From a quantitative
standpoint, this critical value of the strain which just initiates pattern
formation is the most important measurement which can be made with a
brittle coating. Patterns run at right angles to the principal tension
stress* "The brittle coating may be thought of as providing a large
number of principal tension strain indicators with a minimum gauge length
of 0.05 inch and with a workable range of approximately 0.0007 to 0.0012
in/in strain. » (3)
Quantitative evaluation of the amount of strain is secured by
calibration. A calibration strip of spring steel 12 wxl ,,xt K is sprayed






method of calibration devised la a cantilever beam under Known deflec-
tion loading. The loading rig (fif • 6 and 7} es-bodiea an acyustnent
acre* at the fixed end to bring the atrip In contact with the aa* and
a can of definite deflection. This deflection la each that the upper
surface of a coating O.QOi* Inch thick on the teat atrip will receive
the graduated amount of strain along the atrip free* a aaxlaum at the
fixed end to aero under the can. The testing procedure la sinplv to
plane the coated and dried atrip In the loading rig, adjust the strip
so that it will just touch the bottom of the can* and deflect the can
to its full extent. Reference marks can be made on the strip opposite
the characteristic patterns being Investigated. After release from the
calibrator* the calibration strip Is placed in a strain scale (fig. I)
which la marked off In terns of the strain imposed on the strip by the
fixed can deflection, Evaluation of the strains on • structure U i *de
by matching the fegularity of the crack patterns on the truoture and
on the calibration strip rather then by counting the umber of lines
per Inch*
*3inee the rang* of strain which can be evaluated Is jwafrltf
than the range present on nest structures another principle Bust be
utilised in order to effect a oonplete analysis. It the assumption is
mad* that Hooka's Law holds over the entire structure* then local strains
at different values of loading on the structure can be measured and by
«lttple proportion one can interpolate or extrapolate all local strains
to correspond to any value chosen. In general Heo&e's Law Is a good
approximation to actual performance* and* in practice* structures which
seriously deviate from it are fairly easjf to recognise.»(3)
n\.n areas of nojerate strain concentration values of principal
tension and compression strains majr be estimated mlthin an error of about
fifteen percent. The Jirecticn of ths principal strains is indicated.
with exceptional precision* n <3)
Ntiitt
i*i&
Despite thftir brittieness the coatings arc quite plastic, ami
the amount of strain necessary to crack • coating varies with the time
taken to reach the load. Correction for cre*p is therefore an important
factor in obtaining quantitative aeasurerieots* Oorreotion may be had
either by loading all bodies involved in the test in the esse length of
tl&e, or else by loading at a constant rate, observing the tiste at which
patterns firet a; pear, and correcting all values to a common tine of
loading by iueans of a chart of creep curves (fig* f)«
The main disadvantage of Jtresseoat is that the resin materia
ale are sensitive to tcsv^rature variations ejtd therefore should be
used where the temperature does not vary a*or* then 5°F during the load-
lag cycle* Because the coatings are Ml sensitive to temperature and
huaidity, it is necessary to use different coatings to obtain the ease
degree of sensitivity (i.e., the asaount of strain necessary to initiate
pattern formation) under different weather conditions prevailing on
different tests* For various temperatures asd N—t<lt'Mei uiufictur-
ere of Stresaooat have developed a seri*s of mastered coatings, and for
a given temperature said hostility condition th**re is a certain optima®
coating. Over twenty costings *re available, so that for any weather
condition there are coatings of several strain sensitivities*
A uniformly bright background is a great h&lp in observing
the stress pattern easily* It also aids in applying the brittle coat-
ing by supplying a unifora background against which the thickness of
the brittle coatings gives a characteristic co or* An alumlnm pig-
mented undercoating pre/vide* an excellent background. It is possible
to apply the undereoating and have it dry sufficiently within fifteen
minutes to cause no adverse effect on the brittle coating*
k red dye etchant solution serves several useful purposes*

Formulated of solvent with a heavy concentration of organic dyes, the
etchant reacts on the surface of the brittle coating in a manner sim-
ilar to acid on «%e«tl« The organic solvent etchant preferentially
attacks any cracks whether visible or invisible to the eye* The r*>d
eye helps to delineate the pattern by working its way into the strain
pattern and co loring the c rusks red* This is especially helpful for
making photographs of the pattern because the contrast Is not sufficient
when the piece has not been dye etched. In the T the authors have
included another use for "lye etchant reoo tended by tae manufacturer,
the use of the etchant to sensitise the coating*
The following Is an outline of the usual steps in an ordinary
Streaseo&t analysis t i
•"R&i'aiUi SURFACa.
ftemove i^oae scale, grease, and paint*
Spray aluminum undercoating on structure to be investigated
and on calibration strips* Allow 15 minutes to dry before preceding*
3SLK0T GOATIMO,
In order to obtain satisfactory results and know the quantity
of strain indicated by the initial formation of strain patterns, it
is necessary both to select the proper coating and to calibrate it
for every test* Coatings are selected for conditions prevailing at
the time and place where drying and testing will be done. The wet and
dry bulb temperatures are measured by means of a sling psychrmmeter*
Using these readings the proper coating is selected from the Coating
Selection Chart (fig* 1}* The coating number which lies in the space
between two curves where the intersection of the two temperatures falls
is the optimum coating and ia best for average uae* This coat will
vk
gnave a sensitivity of 0*0007 to 0.0008 in/in, i»ach coating under ite
designated or optimise conditions acta the same as ail others under
their optimum condition*. If a »ore sensitive coating Is desired, the
next higher nustber coating should be used. Conversely, lower number
coatings will be lees sensitive.
LI C0ATI13Q.
jtresseoat is applied by spraying. The nossle is held t«o
to five inches from the worst, Ml |M ie laoved parallel to the
work. As the staying progresses, the color of the coating changes
frost apparently clear to a definite yellow to a light br©«n. The
yellow tinge indicates the most rlesiraels thickness, from 0*003 to
0.006 inch.
The structure and calibration strips are dried together under
as near the sa&e conditions as possible, minimum drying time is six
hours.
nm mm mm*.
Calibration strip is placed in the calibrator and loaded by
the cam as previously explained. The load is re&ioved and the strip is
placed in the strain scale. The value of atrainaat the lowest pattern
is the sensitivity, The structure is loaded and teste A as desired, and
the strain on the structure at the lowest pattern is the same as that
on the calibration b«ar. Creep correction Iff wtft either by loading the
calibration strip in the same length of time taken to s>ily the I**! •
the structure or by loading the calibration strip in one second and
correcting for the actual loadir. by use of the creep correction
chart (fig. 2).
,-•
fijgre eteh After completion of test by brushing on etch ant*
wiping it off after one s&nute, and washing strip with etchant emul-
sifier* This snablss results to be read more easily and wore accurately
and also permits photographing the pattern*
The above is standard procedure* An/ deviation from this




Before any teats were made, it wee necessary to construct
twelve extra calibration strips. They were made of spring steel
12"xl wX4 ,,t an exact copy of the calibration strips furnished with
the Stresseoat equipment. After beco&ing fairly proficient in the
use of the spray gun, the authors began the test of the dye etehant.
tmt 1 .
»
The optlauES coating was found to be 1205* 3ix strips were
sprayed with this coat, three with 1203, and three with 1207* The
coatings above and below optimum were tested to find the effect of the
etehant on more and less sensitive coatings* The strips were placed in
a cabinet to dxj unaffected by air currents, after drying 2k hours,
the bars were tested in the calibration rig according to the procedure
set forth in the preceding section, 'ihile the bars were loaded, the
lowest crae* was marked and dye etehant applied. After all bars were
stressed, marked, and etched, they were placed In the strain gauge and
the readings recorded.
Viewed through a magnifying glass under strong light, faint
erase marks oriented normal to the direction of principal stress were
found in the etched specimens. The minis of these marks were very diffi-
cult to distinguish, and their value on complicated shapes seests question-
able. The recorded value of sensitivity after etching is quite arbitrary.
The sensitivity was increased from 0.0002 to 0.0001* In/in, and this
process sight have scute qualitative value even though the quantitative
results sees; unreliable. The lowest sensitivity was found in the coat
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Fr«6 the results of Teat 1 the authors concluded that only
options* and higher numbered coatings should he used in further attempts
to increase sensitivity by dye etching* Consequently, Test 2 was stade
with optiflw* coat 1205, 1207 and 1209* The drying and testlrg followed
the same procedure as Test 1, and the results compared favorably with
the results of that test. Dispersion is greater with the store sensitive
higher numbered coatings, and the drying erase (as shown in fig* 9)
&ads readings more difficult*
This test was run as before, but coatings used wer '/.sum
1206, 1206, and 1211, and two specimens of coat 1206 were dried 2h hours
in the oven at 100 F* The heattreated bars were removed from the oven,
cooled in still air for 1 sinutc an nutes respectively before
testing* All bars were etched under load as before.
The air dried coatings compared well with those in preceding
tests, but the speelz&ens dried in the oven had a remarkable increase
in sensitivit nee the two cooling times differed so in sensitivity,
the authors felt that the next test should be to determine the optiswi
drying tis*e if such existed. In the 1 atinute cvoling tisie the coating
ha-i not reached room tea;>erature, and after 15 minutes the equilibrium
aust have been store nearly a proached.
The readings after etching were even more difficult to ma*ce
than before. Ths etching ti&e decreased auurkedly, asid the etetilrt
seemed acre active on the baked coat although V !! of sensitivity
increase was about the same as with air dried coatings. The coating
«hieh was baked atsd cooled 1? minutes gave a sensitivity of O.OOGkS




Th© optimum costing was found to b« #1206. T»elv« bars
were prepared with this coating. Two wore dried at roam temperature
for a standard, and ten were placed in the oven at 100 ?• After
2k hoars, the heated bars were removed and stressed after different
tines of cooling. Tiraes used were 0, 2, k» 5* 6, 8, 10, 12, and la
minutes. The air dried bars were also stressad, and all bars were
etched under load* The specimens tested iiaMdiatelY on remoYal from
t e ©veil sere of a
s
\roxii&r*telv t" « some- icnsitifiy as these -tried
at rvs temperature, and th« sensitivity definitely increased as the
ttat of cuo.l n$ increased. Tne curw of Sensitivity vs. Tim* of
coolir^ (fig, 3) seems to level off after about 6 minutes* and longer
ti&es Si.-ow lltUe or no Increase.
The optimum coating wa3 found to be #1207. Six bars were
prepared with this coaU.ng and six with 120? # Tww of each were air
dried, and the remainder dried in tn& oven at 100 ? for 2U hours. The
four baked specimens of coat 1207 were removed and stressed after cooling
in still air for periods of 0, 10, 20, and 30 minutes, and ti;ose of
1209 were removed and tested after cooling for periods of 0, 5, 10, *nd
1$ ftinutes. The results confirmed those of Test a, except that the
optimum period for cooling s*ems to be logger - about 1$ sinutos. The
specimen of H<j9 whicm coole. 1? imites sheared a critical strain of
0.00Q3i>, and the etching erase «a& off th«* seel*.
6.




were p*apared with that coating. Two stri s were air dried, and ten
wars dried in Vie oven at 100 F for 2k hours. The speaiaens were re-
moved frota the oven and eooledin still air at various rates in another
effort to find the opttrsua time of cooling* Cooling periods owed were
f 3, 6, 9» 12, 15, 20, 2£, 30, and U0 nitrates • The cooling curve
(fig. k) shoe* the optisaua time to be about 15 or 20 sinutes. This
coating gave the laoat sensitive specimen yet found. The strain gauge
is calibrated only Am to 0.000U in/In and by extrapolating, these
coatings were found to have critical strains of the order of 0.0002 in/in.
For this reason and also to gain acsur <cy, the authors constructed a new
oat for the calibration rig. tfince the strain in a cantilever is direct-
ly proportional to the deflection, a cats giving half the deflection of
the old cam would produce half the strain at any given r>oijst on the strip.
A caa was made with one-half the eccentricity of tit© old csa, placed in
the rig, and by means of deflection gauge, deflections were checked at
points along the bent bar to ,»rova that the deflection of any point had
been helved. A value sow read in the strain gauge Is twice the true
value of the strain on the bar at that >oint, and the range of the scale




*ith the Of>tia£U® coating 1207, twelve bars were prepared with
1209» and two dri**d at room ta& p rature while the other ten were dried
in the ov«n at 100 F for 2k hours. The oven-dried specimens were cooled
for ericas of 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 20, 2%, 30, H kQ B&nutes to find
the optiaua cooling tiste for this coating. As with Test 6, the cooling




about 20 wlnutea. After this tin* the coating seeas to bo stable, aid
further cooling does not affect tha sensitivity. The heat treatment
increased the sensitivity from about 0.0010 in/in *foen air dried to
about 0.0002 in/in when dried at 10-; I co led t .U>riu*u. The
accuracy of the strain gauge is such increased with the new cam of
•alier eccentricity.
oince the results obtained fros heat treatment were so en-
ding, and the results froai dye etching under It ri so dis-
couraging, the authors deeded it expedient to turn their efforts en-
tirely to the effect of heat treatment, Test 7 was the last test
where dy^ etching under load was used.
With the results frc* 100 F obtained, Teat | was used to in-
vestigate the effect of a hlgntltWjHH atliwa of 120 F, The optimum
•oat 1206 was used as well as coat 1?08. For aisy practical use, 1206
was found fee he list better at this tee-vj&rstore with air coding* 3hile
1200 was more sensitive and gave left dispersion, the acco&canyiog
erase m **• readings on a sore corral icatftd structure extraaely
difficult to determine. 411 readings were taken after cooling for
a period of 20 minutes or wore.
T ST 9.
It was decided that an investigation of other temperature*
in order, and the next chosen was 90 f • To give a oo&prehensive
picture of the effect of the temperature used, four coatings were pre*
pared: 1206, 120$, 1209, and 1211 with 1206 being ©ptimua. In spr*syi«g
..
ut.
these coats, it wa* Toind that th© higher numbered coats were such nor*
difficult to apnly, aai&ly because they tended to duat unless the spray
gun wee held extremely close to t e *©rk. The lewsr numbered coats of
1206 and 120( were relatively easy to apply* and it was possible to get
a much more eves and satisfactory coating with the lower numbered coats*
The effect of 90 F was relatively small, giving perhaps a small increase
in th© sensitivity, oinee the effect was so small, the remainder of the
investigation was conducted at temperatures of 100 F or higher,
T iT 10,
The same fomr coats were used as in test 9, with 1206 again
the optimum coat, k drying temperature of 110 F was used with air cook-
ing, 1206 was the best coat, 1213 erased so that a reading was is**
possible* 12Q? was less sensitive than 1208, and it is believed that
this was due te use of an old can of lacker 1209.
T^3T 11*
The series of four coats had not b^en tested at 100 F, and
this was selected for test 11* Coat 1207 was ©ptiisum for thi3 test*
All specimens were cooled in stilt air for 20 minutes, em g£| gave
the lowest critical strain with no erasing.
T&iT 12.
It was desired to duplicate if p© isible the results of Test 6
and to pmp&r* a curve of the effect of cooling time on sensitivity.
This was done with the ootiisua coat of 1208, arid a drying temperature
of 100 F. The results confirmed those of Test 6 except as noted, and
the curve of sensitivity vs. cooling time (fig.u) was plotted* Upon
spraying for this test, the lacquer from the original can 'was exhausted
I
nT18T 12 oont.
after nine bars had been sprayed, and the remaining three bars were
sprayed with lacquer from an ol i can of otressecat. From the results
obtainedf this must hove had a large effect upon the sensitivity because
these three bars were entirely inconsistent with previous tests and
with other bars of this test*
ngt 13*
The results froathc preceding tests were so effective that it
was believed that by using still higher temperatures and a slower rate
of cooling, t If sensitivity could be reached with coats of a lower
regular sensitivity, ssttfe this in mind, coats 1201, 1203, 120$, and
1207 ware used with 1207 being ontisgam. A drying temperature of 150 f
was used, and the effects of air cooling an" over, coaxing were eccpared.
For oven cooling, the oven was turned oft, all vents were closed, and
the oven was allowed to slowly cool tu room temperature. Th& cooling
curve for this condition is sho*n in figure 13. Cooling In air, 120$
erased 30 that no raiding could be taken, but cooling in the oven, it
reached a sensitivity of 0,0001$ in/in. It was interesting to note
that this temperature had the effect of increasing the sise and number
of bubbles in the coating. This can be seen in fig. 1U if closely
TS3T Hi.
—
From the preceding tests, it was apparent that each drying
temperature had a definite numbered coat which wuuld give a sensitivity
on the order of 0.0002 in/in. it was decided to select four temperatures
of 175 K, ISO F, 125 F, and 100 F ana to determine the best coat for
each of these temperatures, Sith these values, other optimum coats





in Bind, 1201, 1202, 1203, and I20h wr» u*m& wit;, IJO? being eptlsmu
A drying temperature of 175 T was used and cooling was in the oven, Un-
fortunately, the oven control was faulty on this test, and the temperature
rose to 19*? F« Upon ©oolins in the oven, all coats erased excet»t 1201,
and this cofct eraset after being out of the oven for about $ j&inutee •
It wae ncted tl>ut the high temperature had formed a glase on the surface
of the lacquer giving It a glossy finish. There were very few bubbles
except in the fairly thick parts of the coating, Also, the cracks
which were formed by calibration ware formed under tola glossy coat
and could not be dye etched. Dye etching under load had the same effect
as dym etching an unstressed itrti,
j
T 1$,
Since Test lit showed 1501 to be the beat coat at 17$ Ff this
coat was checked for dispersion. Ail twelve bars were prepared with
1201, and 120$ was the opticas*. Ten of these wr* even cooled to 8k F
where it .-as found that six had erased, and the regaining fcur were
immedl tteiy removed and tested. It is to be noted that again the
oven temperature rose above the setting, this tl&e to 1&5 F, and also
that the outside temperature was lower than for this previous test. The
dispersion of the four specimens tested was very low, < icl is of course
rtry desirable. The strain varied only fro* Q,00015 to 0,00016 in/in.
Two of the bars were dried at room temperature, ttt4 Use effect of the




MM only four valuee were obtained from Test 1$, that run
was repeated, and the ov«n carefully watched to insure that the 175 f




out or the oven an hour* This indicates that with a final tasting
temperature of about 77 F, 1201 is at an opticus usii\ft a temperature of
175 ?• i/isparaion on this tost was also vary low, sensitivity ranging
from 0,00015 to 0.00016*
I .; 17
The next series of tests were at l£0 F. With 1207 as optioua,
1203, 120U, 120$, and 1206 were used. This test indicated that 120U
was the coat giving the highest sensitivity without erasing. 1206 and
1205 were highly erased.
: 18
ith the inforaation frcsa test 17, it was desirable to check
120U for dispersion. 4s a eorailary to this, the effect of the thickness
of the coatings was roughly 'Jetersdned. One coat was sprayed especially
thick, and one coat especially thia9 the rest being of the desirable
thickness. The thin coat gave a relatively low sensitivity, while the
thick coat gave extremely high sensitivity of 0.00001 with no erase.
One bsr of &ediua thickness was given rotigh treatment by dropping and
Jarrin,;, and little effect was noted. The appearance of these various
bats can be seen on figure 11. The bars sere taken froa the oven at
10 F, and four bars were broiten after being reaieved for 0, 5, 7, and
10 minutes. After 10 sunntee, the bare began to crape. The remainder
of WiO bars wara broken immediately after being removed from the oven,
and except for the special coats already aanti&ned, the dispersion
ranged from 0.00017 to 0.0002. It was also observed that the thicker




of erasing* Praii this test It it apparent that for tests under 10
s&nutes with room temperature of About 72 F and oven temperature of
1^0 F, 120U ta toe best coat. For higher rooas tcs»i>eratttr©, 1203 will
mm opti&tsa*
19
The next series of tests were at 125 F* 206 as optimum,
I 1207* 1208, end 1209 were used. UM end 120? were erased after
cooling In ores to lb F* 1206 and 1207 gave high sensitivity, but
crcAi^d after sitting in cool roes* of 66 F* For higher testing temperature.




*.ith the Information of test 1?, it wee decivied to use 1206
and check for dispersion* Since t e outside (room) temperature was
so cool, t e strips were calibrated immediately, and the sensitivity
ranged fan 0*00012 to 0.00020, which quanitatively is small variation,
but is a high percentage dispersion, in tfasj order of U0£ to £0&*
.
..i 21
this test was at 100 F, Ml coats 1207, 1206, 120?, and
1210 were used with 120£ as tie optismn* 1209 end 1210 tended to erase,
while 1207 and 1206 were satisfactory. It ems strange to note that
1207 was acre sensitive than 1208*
22
•MMMMaMi
Aith the above infora&tien it was decided to check 1206 and
.
foJT 22 cont.
120^ tor diapex aionf with 120# as o >ti*emf and drying temperature of
100 F. Upon cooling in the oven to 76 Wt 120? was aJU cras&ed, and
two of 120b indicated slight crass. The sensitivity of lbt 1206
ranged fro*. 0,00016 to 0.00027 in/in, giving a dispersion of about £0£«
_
?£>I3.
The technique oX heat treatment brought up a new question*
that of creep* The plastic property of the lacquer which, causes the
creep was discussed in the preceding section ana will not be repeated
here. Tn& authors felt that the baking procedure woula probably affect
the creep of the coating bote by hardening the coating and by increasing
the sensitivity. It would seem that baking would reduce creep by
reducing the plasticity of ohe lacquer. Jinee so little tlJM was
available the tests for creep after heating were not handled as well
«• they adgnt have been. The tests were iaade in the calibration rig
by loading the bar at varying rates and noting toe Uwe to reach full
deflection. This was an unsatisfactory taefcfeod, but time did not -permit
a Kiore elaborate setup. The rate ftf loading was not constant as desired}
tiit^es longer Hun 10 minutes were very difficult to obtain} md the
test should have been $ur% tension rat-. or than cantilever bending,
however, a rough eheek of creep wttft optiffiue coat at 170 ft 1$Q tt and
12!? F vfciui slA that was desired for this tavje*tf and a more thorough
»tu4y Is recommended in the future.
c&*^ v^-r i-s
Twelve bars were prepared site coat #1201, dried in the




—T id cont *
Tests were &ade at the following loading times, 0, 0, 0, $, 13, 25, Uj,
US, 70, 160, 270, 5U5 seconds. There was no creep. All v JLuos of
strain recorded were -sithin tee normal dispersion range, and those at
longer Uses sere actually on the acre sensitive side. Further tests
should be aade to cheek these results together with much slower rates
of loading.
«——
Twelve bars were prepared with coat H203 and dried in the
oven at l'?Q F, and cooled in the oven to rcMs temperature before
testing. Tests **ere ibade at the following times t 0, 0, 0, 5, 1*>, 60,
IvX), 200, U00, and ISO seconds* Again there was no creep. The specimens
tested at 200 ami li00 seconds had a sensitivity below 0,0001 in/in,
but this was no doubt due to the fact that be coating was too thick.
Two of the s .ecissens tested at seconds had a sensitivity of 0.0002>
in/in, due to a very thia coating. This is another example or the effect
of coat thickness on sensitivity.
jT 3-0
Severs b**rs were pfOpmi with coat #1206. ^ignt were dried
in the oven at 120 F, and cooled in the ov«m to rcoa temperature before
testing. Tests were aade at the following times t 0, 0, 5, 30, 70, 150,
250, and 1*00 seconds. <»gain there was no creep.
Three bars were dried at room temperature and tested at tee
following tisaes* 0, 0, and 70 seconds. The specimen did not crack in
tee 70 second loading test, since tr « sensitivity was greater than
0.0010 in/in. This illustrates the elladnation of creep by heating.






The authors eonnot support the el alia of the manufacturer for
the eensitlsation of brittle lacquer by dye etching under load. Fran the
investigation reported herein* this ciaJUa seems extremely optimistic.
all tests, readings were taken before and after dye, etching under load, and
the sensitivity ems never increased by the 0.0006 in/in promised. The nor-
mal increase was from 0.OJO2 to O.OOOu in/in, and this seemed to be of no
value for a quantitative study* figure 10 shows the effect of dye etching
under load, and this is a slight indication of the difficulty of determin-
ing the critical strain wt ieh is so important In a quantitative analysis.
This il istration shows the 4ye etched pattern when used with and without
the heat treat&ent, an i it can be seen that the cracks grade into preferred
orientation of the erase which grades into random erase. This preferred
orientation might be of soce value In an analysis to locate tm position
of the strain pattern, but for tm$ use asueh experience is required for the
use of the dye etehant. after several weeks of constant use of this tech-
nique, the two authors would vary considerably in reading s strip, and when
a third experienced party was called in, the difference was even greater.
Thus from the results obtained in these tests, the authors cannot substan-
tiate the claims of the manufacturer.
The results frees the investigation of the possibilities of
heat treatment were very encouraging, and this technique is believed to be
of great practical use In the field of stress analysis, lith the limited
apparatus available to the authors, strains of the order of 0.00015 were
measured consistently, drying erase was eliminated entirely, and creep with
slow rates of loading was eliminated.







oust be cooled sufficiently after being removed free the oven. The
cooling rate affects crating and sensitivity, and it is regretted that
available equipment allowed only two cooling rates, cooling in air and
cooling in the oven (fig* 13) • Cooling in the oven at the slower rate
reduced erasing and increased sensitivity more than coolly at the
faster rate*
For every coating there seems to be an optimum temperature for
drying, or, in other words, Tor ev^ry oven temperature there is an o t -
mum coating widen gives the greatest sensitivity without erasing. The
rsiniiaum value of strain that the authors were able to obtain with no
erasing v*as from 0*00010 to 0,00015 in/in, and this sensitivity was ob-
tained with several coatings by using different drying temperatures.
For steel with a modulus of elasticity of 30,000,000, this value of
strain corresponds to 300O - U500 p.spi*
Time was not available for a complete study of dispersion and
expected error, but from the tests made, the dispersion is greatly re-
duced by using a low numbered coating and drying at -arature*
Using coating 1201 dried at 170 f and cooled in the oven, sixteen teats
gave readings from 0.00015' to 0*00016. This is an error of only 300
p*s.i. when steel is used* :;ith —Pes! air -irylng ttstbofe giving
sensitivity of 0*0008 in/in, the 1$X error pMd / the stanufacturer
means an error of 3600 p.s.i* when steel is used. This indicates that
heat treatment also increases the accuracy of the results obtained by
Stresseoat analysis, however, many mere test) must be made to prove this
large increase in accuracy*
Outside temperature and humidity conditions seem to bav no
effect on the coating during heat treatment* However, the temperature
of the specimen at the time of the test is important . Sensitivity and
erasing: depend largely on the thickness of the coating. Keu. ts

4arc <aore sensitive totf erase more quickly than light coats as seen in
figure 11* Ths aost satisfactory aiethod of obtaining uniform thick-
nags of coat at all tlstas is to spray all specimens to t e see* color,
a dark yeiiow. The lower numbered coats being thinner are siore easily
sprayed and control of thickness is much better than with higher nma-
bars* Downhand spraying was found to be saer© satisfactory than hori-
gontai for spraying the thinner oo&ts which rim exeesaiveiy.
It islght be well to note here that aoaa old cans of Stress-
coat were found to be much less sensitive titan newer onej of the same
number* This hare been due to evaporation or to some unknown
additions to the can. However, it is felt that a warning to futeure
users aiight be In order.
.another big advantage seems to n&ve b-sen found for the heat
treatment • that of elin&n&Uag creep* 4 few very rough tests were
made to get an Idea of toe e£reet of creep on ba&ed specimens under
slow application, of load* and the results skewed not a trace of creep
with loading times up to ten &i rotes* This prcs&sw* to be an easy
solution to the problem of ere#p* and if further inv&stigalio&s can
substantiate this theory, fcfte ^roeess of heat treatment will gain
a-^dad isBportasicw *
An investigation was conducted ^ a. .. waters Ml . £*
Marquardt to determine the value of heat treati&enfc on more compli-
cate i structures (10) # The results which will not be produced here
tend 'to confirm the results obtained by the investigation of the
authors*
A. susamary of the advantages of heat treatment over other
nsthod* of sensitising shows that* (1) Heat treatment seems to be
the only seethed applicable to an investigation to deiers&ne the first
crack in a structure being slowly loaded* (2) Meat treatsasnt seems

2$
to be tfee only aethod applicable to an investigation to determine
a low strain from a lead which is quickly ap Hod and reoovuA* (3)
Heat treatment is th* only aethod offering control of sensitivity
at low values of strain for a quantitative analysis* (k) Beat
treatment is the only j&ethod found to eliminate creep a&4 drying
erase.
The following is a table of drying te&^ratures for four
grades of ^tresseoat with testing teap^rature of 75» Ft
naoi 170 F
•03
• * * 3Jto 9
M « 4 10
Jtttl . . loo ?
The drying temperature may be slightly higher for higher testing
temperature and lower for lower testing temperatures. Gonirol of
sensitivity stay be had by varying the drying tenporature for a given
coat or by varying the eoat for a given drying teem rature. Coat




The authors regret that *ore time wm net available to con-
tinue this eork to •ceaplotion* The results obtained frosa thta Invest-
igation ehich was so lisaltcd by ti$*e and equipment setts to Indicate
that a more thorough study with *«ii controlled conditions of outside
temperature and humidity, oven tseuerature and humidity* iai cooling
rate would be of great benefit to the field of stress -analyst j« It
is reeoffimeaded that further investigation be made to find the exact
optima* baking tern eraturc for each coat together with the dispersion
for each and the optimum cooling r&te to V tu.- . the
authors fael that a shorter drying Use a£ffet be coupled eith a suoh
longer c-^^in; tie* to give better results« The heat treatments at
be further investigated on complicated shapes and on materials other
than steel* 4 correction factor for applying to results obtained using
a steel calibration atrip in conjunction isith a structure of some s»aV>
erial having a different thermal coefficient ©f expansion «ould un-
doubtedly be of great value. Hefrigeration after drying and before
stressing the coating should be investigated {?}* but at present
I is Hadted to qualitative ^ork only. Cther ideas be
found in the publications listed in the bibliography*

TS3T I
snen sprayed; dry bulb - 7k
wet bulb • 61
^h«n stressed* dry bulb - 15
wet bulb - 61
Option* coating « ,T20>

































aSS&AM3a Viewed through a signifying glass un £>r strong light,
very faint erase sharks oriented normal to the direct!wn of >rlncipai
stress were found in the etched specimens* The end of these narks
was very difficult to distinguish, and the value of the sensitivity





£hea sprayed s dry bulb - 75
wet bulb - 61
«hen stressed s dry bulb - 77
wet bulb -
Optima coating • #1205























sprayed i dry bulb • 77
wt bulb « 6U
elm stressed* dry bulb - 76
wet bulb m 65
Optima coating - #1206












Too specimens were »pru&*& «ith t!206 and dried in oven at 1GG°F for
2h hours* They were removed troa oven and cooled in air for the tissea



























1 1 Oven temperature during drying varied free* 9oGy t© X03 t§
and apeoi&ene sere cooled in air by placing on table away frora air




snen sprayed* diy bulb - 76
set bulb - 71
stressed t dry bulbs- 78
*»t bulb ~ 67
tinu* coating m #1206














ten specimens dried in oven at 100 F for 2k hours, eooled in air for



























RttifaJ&Si Gurve of Sensitivity vs. Pooling Rate is fig. 3*
-,. j. 0£X .!. ...;.; ^-i 3<3 4-iO <*'.' uiiii ; • •*W"
rf 5
yedi dry bulb - 7&
vet bulb - 67
hen stressed* Or/ bulb - 76
set bulb - 71
Gpttotta o~*l.n - ,1207
Speci&en* were dxy*& In ovon fe 100 P, sir coolod for ii&es shown bei'ore
stressing, ami. etched under load.
.3/




1209 min. 0,00100 0.00055
1209 5 a&n. #oo<4o .0001*0
iao9 10 ain. S5 .00025
1209 15 *«in. .00035 Off scale
1207 0«in. .vJOQ^v1 .00052
1207 10 «&n. .00050 •00030
1207 20 sin. .00060 •00030
1207 30 s&n. •ooo5o off scale
iiptci-iiens were dried at room
under load.




















ttMR e^rsyedi dry bulb - 78
wet bulb - 71
Sham stressed* dry bulb - 77
wet bulb - I
OpUaaua coating * i»1208
All specimens were sprayed with ooat l£&jtan dried in oven at 100 F for
cli houra, a.4 two wire dried at roos temperature Tor 2k hours. All war*































K2&.ARKJ* headings Io»or than 0.0OOU in/in ware below scale and ware
extrapolated, iirror is probably very high since aoall distance gives





sprayed i dry bulb • 7b
wet bulb - 70
hen stressed; dry bulb - 76
wt bulb - 66
411 specimens are coating 12G?. Ten sgeciaieas vers dried in oven at
100 T for 2U hours, cooled in still air for tisuM indicated, stressed,
and etched under load* Two epeeimens ware dried at room temperature for































IttUti&Si Otirve of Sensitivity vs. Cooling Hate is
TTS




*hsn sprayed* ary bulb - 7U
set bulb - 66
tffesa stressed; ary bulb • ?k
wet bulb - 72
Optimum coating - #L206
All speeijaens vera dried in oven at 120 F for 2b hours, cooled in still























8BIU»KSi The etchant showed no increase in sensitivity. Goating 1206
gives such lees dispersion, but it erased so that it is not reeosstended




sprayed i dry bulb - 7U rfhen stressed! dry bulb - 78
wet bulb - 72 wet bulb - 70
Cptlsaaa coating • &12Q&
all apeci»ens were dried in oven at 90 F for 2U hours* cooled in still













Jhen s, r^yedi dry bulb 76 Ihen stressed! dry bulb - 77
wet bulb - 70 wet bulb - 67
Optimum ooating - il2Q8
All specieens war* dried in oven at 110 F for 21; hours , coded in still














«wm sprayed: dry bulb « When ttTMMdt dry bulb 60
est bolb - 67 eet bulb 66
Optima* coating - #1207
All specimens were dried in oven at 100 F for 2U hour®, cooled in still












anen sprayed t Ury bulb * 60
.<«t bulb - 66
8hen stressed* Oiy bulb - 79
*et bulb - 67






























mARKtti ia»ple$ tested at UO» 50, and 60 ainutes were sprayed with
lacquer fro® an eld can of r>treaseoat # This appar<3ntiy bad a definite





**hen Sprayed j dry bulb - 7? When Stressed* Dry bulb - 78
net bulb - 67 s»t bolt - 65
Ukuk coating - #1207
411 specimens were dried In ovwn at 150 P. Six were removed, cooled
in still air for 25 aliiutcs and stressed*
Joat Uu^oer Sensitivity














KBIAiiK'it To cool in oven, oven was turned off and closed up. After about





Wbm sprayed i dry bulb • 79 anen stressed* dry b lb - 77
wet bulb - 66 net bulb - 65
Optima eoatiiv - 07







MURES » uven temperature roae to 1©$ f during the night. All coats
had a glased finish with very few bubbles. Cracks formed under the
surface, and etching had no effect on the strain pattern. Coat 1201




flh«n sprayed* dry bulb * 12 ahen stressed: dry bulb ~ 73
wet bulb - 63 wet or
Optimal coating - 0X20$
All specimens vers prepared with coat 1201, dried in over; at 175 ?,






6 to 10 All craved





tt° Six of the ^ampl^s erased in the oven when the temperature
reached 8U t$ The other four wero removed md broken immediately.
Again the oven temperature clisbed above the setting, this time to






<yed« dry buib - 12
wet bulb - 6U
Shen stressed* dry bulb - 7U
wet bujib - 65
OpUawts costing - JQUM0
All specimens were prepared with coat 1201, dried in oven at 175 ##
























JKB&A&Jt ;he sasie glossy coat was obtained as in Tests Ik an-* I>.

sTK3T 17
tfoea sprayed i dry bulb - 77 *ben etreeeedi dry bulb • 7U
wet bulb * wit bulb - 65
Umm giiiim -











AH »p»cim«a8 wr* goat 120k* 4rl*4 i» ov*n at

















3 fesgan fce show «c*rt craftijsg affctr sto«ui 1$ s&aafcw*
tftar rtMsoral fro© oven. 3p*ci»fta 9 i* ih» thin ceat •&#*» in figux*
ttatawn 10 lis ih« thick |NM$ shcnm in ths
Cue arp@ejtea rat* ha&dled .: io£tt*a« It t





Shan sprayed i dry I - Unan atrassadi ~ 70
n*t bulb - 6ii wit fcalb -
itt**» coating - 1206












«ct ImXb • 63 **fc feulb -










10n* ipraywJU dry balb • 71












*ir eooi«6 £ra*s % r
4Ur ooolad from 38 t
Air eoal«4 iron* 80 F
Air aoolad frots $6' F
Air coaled frost I
Air sooi*d fraa ft
.lr cooled fix
atr«»&«<i At M r
^traasod at BO F
lit MriUd frtttt
jtraased at y







All »peolni«&3 woro dried in ct«» at I4Q | , c^«olod In ©van to
toaparatux-oi stam and atr**a*4 or air cooisd to room ta&paratura




eprayedi dry bolb - 72 Umb itreaaedi dry bulb - 72
w»t bulb - 63 wet bulb - 6U
Optima coating - 1205












BgVAJ&Si It is believed thai coat 1209 ©raecd because of the low




All specimens were prepared with coat 1201, dried at 170 F, cooled in





















ill specimens were prepared mth coat 1203$ dried at 1$0 F, cooled In























nUftX.ii Specimens for run of 200 seconds and fc$0 seconds *ere very




All speeinem were prepared wits coat 1206, dried at 125 F$ cooled in
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Flg# 6 CAHTILSVER L0ADIB8 BUTICS
tills dhow a calibration bar supported at fb& loft ond# and bearing
up against ttoo <$me& tko right and* Tho adjusting sora? la soon on tho
top of Vb» l*tt ond» this i* tho tswtr dnod position of tl«a b ra

Si
fi®» ? omnium* loadibo wmc®




fift* 8 £aUBRAT»OH 8C*X8
fhift eoale la <3*aib!-a*«d to r*<yJ tfr&sm along bar ae eaneocl by
•entilaver leading deviea* The b**r is placed in ee*Ie «» 9hmm»





Fig* 9 BROTG CEAZB
Oils photo shows ttie effeet and appearanee of drying erase* The, left
bar was heat treated before calibration* fhe tro on the right were
dried is air before calibration* The baked bar shows no drying erase
and giv#s good eraek delineation* fhe drying erase on the other two
almost obliterated the strain oraeks giving poor appearance* less acc-






Fig. 11 VJ&IAnOH OF SSHSITimi yfk vuai- THICKNESS
All bars ere sprayed with coat #1203 # and dried at 150 P# The thick
ooat gives the easiest and most sensitive reading* and the bubbles caused
by heat treatment can be seen in this coat* The strip marked nR* was
given light impact by dropping . Strip M10* -was cat of the ovon 10 min.









Fig* 12 VARIATIOH OF SENSITIVITY BY COAT SELROflQH
These four specimens wre dried for 24 hours at 100 F* and were cooled
in air 20 mimites before testing* Tfoite marks indicate strain readings*
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